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ABSTRACT
Nonstandard gradients of pressure, temperature and humidity in the troposphere
create refractive conditions that affect electromagnetic waves by either increasing or de-
creasing VHF and UHF communication ranges. The Naval Ocean Systems Center
(NOSC) has developed the Integrated Refractive Effect Prediction System (IREPS) to
assess refractive conditions for a point of interest and provide video display or printouts
of how the refractive conditions will affect various EM transmissions. A research cruise
was conducted from 1-S November 1989 in the Eastern Pacific and included 31
rawinsonde launches. The data from the rawinsondes was entered into IREPS PC Ver-
sion 1.0 to assess the refractive conditions. The IREPS-generated refractive assessments
where then compared to the GTE Sylvania Report and the Pacific Missile Test Center's
Interim Procedure for Forecasting Refractivity Conditions (IPFRC). The results indi-
cated that the GTE Sylvania climatology was not an accurate tool for assessing
refractive condition at sea mainly because the GTE data set consisted of shore-based
rawinsonde data. The IPFRC, based solely on synoptic weather parameters, obtained
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Much of the United States Navy's tactical voice communications consist of VHF
and UHF line of sight or SHF microwave transmissions between two or more ships and
associated aircraft at sea. When communicating in one of these three spectrums, the
range of reliable communications or effective radio horizon is normally determined by
the height of the transmitting and receiving antennas, the power of the transmitter and
the sensitivity of the receiver. Nominal communication range tables exist using combi-
nations of the above parameters for different frequencies and provide, at best, assumed
ranges for equipment operating under ideal conditions. The range tables also use the
4/3's earth concept to determine horizon distance for a geometric ray [Ref. 1: p.1-8].
It is often the case that these nominal communication ranges are not realized, and
greatly extended or diminished ranges are experienced. This can be explained in part by
the refractive effects that temperature, pressure and humidity have on, an
electromagnetic (EM) wave propagating through the troposphere. It is a very difficult
if not impossible task to accurately predict how these factors will affect communication
ranges without taking an actual vert'cal sounding of the troposphere by means of a
radiosonde. At sea, radiosonde data processing equipment is limited to aircraft carriers
and selected amphibious,'conmnand and control vessels. Thus personal computer soft-
ware programs, refraction models and general rules of thumb have been developed to
try to sunnarize the effects of refraction on EM waves without taking an actual
sounding of the troposphere.
The Navy first became interested in the effects that refraction has on an EM wave,
especially in radar performance standards, during World War II. An enormous amount
of research was conducted and published in the years to follow, but this information was
mainly directed at the electrical and communication engineering communities and not
the end user of the equipment. The sophistication of radars, communication suites,
weapon sensor and guidance systems and electronic counter measures (ECM) systems
continued to increase, and with the advent of the computer revolution, they have
evolved into the highly capable microchip- oriented systems of today. The capabilities
and limitations of these state- of-the-art systems must be fully understood by the deci-
sion makers who utilize them. With that in mind. a number of naval commands becan
developing products that would allow these decision makers to determine the effects that
tropospheric refraction would have on their EM equipment.
Some of the most ambitious refraction models and software programs currently in
operation are using worldwide historical data collected and summarized by GTE
Sylvania which has proven at times to be a poor tool for refractivity prediction [Ref. 2].
Some programs rely on synoptic weather patterns which may not represent microscale
weather patterns at the point of interest. Other models may depend on satellite or in-
frared imagery analysis in which little experience exists for interpreting refractive effects.
This is not to say that refractive effects prediction is a hopeless venture. Naval com-
mands such as the Naval Oceans Systems Center (NOSC), the Pacific Missile Test
Center (PACMISTESTCEN) and the Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility
(NEPRF) are very active in developing new refraction products which eliminate many
of the negative features found in existing products.
B. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF THIS THESIS
The purpose of this thesis is to acquaint the navy communication professional with
th concept of tropospheric refraction. The discussion will be supported by an analysis
of refractive conditions observed during a seven day research cruise off the California
coast. This area is known to have extremes in atmospheri-. refraction, however, it is not
unlike other regions in the world. This analysis will show how different refractive con-
ditions affect surface-to-surface, surface-to-air and air-to-air UHF and VIF line of sight
communications by using actual atmospheric sounding data that were entered into the
Integrated Refractive Effects Prediction System (IREPS) . A comparison of the IREPS
refractive conditions summary will be compared to the GTE Sylvania Report's historical
data to determine its usefulness for predicting refractive conditions for a point of interest
at sea. An analysis of the Pacific Missile Test Center's interim procedure for determining
refractive conditions from synoptic weather parameters will be conducted and compared
against actual radiosonde soundings and the associated IREPS propagation condition
summary foi five unique refractive conditions experienced during the research cruise.
The purpose of this analysis is to determine if PACMISTESTCEN's interim procedure,
based solely on synoptic weather parameters, is effective in predicting refractive condi-




The troposphere is the lowest part of the earth's atmosphere and extends vertically
upwaid from the earth's surface to approximately 10 Km. A well mixed or standard at-
mosphere is characterized by decreasing temperature, pressure and humidity as altitude
increases. In a standard atmosphere, temperature decreases at 6.5 degrees Celsius per
Km when starting at the standard sea level temperature of 15 degrees C., and sea level
pressure is assumed to be 1013.2 millibars. To make the standard atmosphere a better
model, water vapor pressure, or humidity, must be included in the definition. A standard
moist atmosphere then includes the above pressure and temperature values in addition
to the standard water vapor pressure of 10 millibars at sea level which then decreases
at a rate of 1 millibar per 1000 ft up to a maximum altitude of 10,000 feet or 3048 meters.
[Ref. 3 : pp 1-4]
A standard atmosphere is just that, a standard to be used for measuring other
conditions. Due to local and synoptic meteorological conditions, the troposphere is
often not standard at all, and conditions are created that enable electromagnetic (EM)
waves to be bent or refracted as the waves pass through the troposphere. These condi-
tions constitute both horizontal and vertical stratification of the troposphere with com-
mon features consisting of rapid vertical increases in temperature, rapid vertical
decreases in humidity, or a combination of the two. These rapid changes in temperature
and humidity usually occur in the first kilometer of the troposphere and cause most of
..the significant refractive effects experienced by ships at sea communicating in the VI IF
or UHF spectrums [Ref. 4). Figure 1 illustrates the extreme vertical variations in tem-
perature and hunidity gradients occurring mainly in the first kilometer of the
troposphere.
B. EM SPECTRUM
Although refraction can occur at all wave lengths, it is most pronounced at wave
lengths ranging from 10 m to I cm or 0.3 to 30 GHz, which covers the VHF, UHF, and
SI-IF radio bands as illustrated in Figure 2 [Ref. 5 : p. 281. Most naval line of sight
communication occurs in one of these three bands, thus it is of interest to understand
how refraction affects these wave lengths. The following paragraphs wili discuss the
physics of refraction and three common ways of measuring refraction.
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Figure 1. Skew-T Depicting Temperature, Pressure, and Humidity
C. REFR ACTION
Refraction, as used in the context of this thesis, is the bending of an EM wave as it
exits one medium and enters another. Refraction can best be explained by the applica-
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Figure 2. EM Spectrum
Figure 3 illustrates Snell's law. An EM wave traverses medium nI and strikes a more
dense medium, n2. The wave bends towards the more dense medium to the point where
Equation (1) is confirmed. Two good rules of thumb result from this discussion:
1. EM waves bend towards areas of higher n valvis.
2. More dense mediums usually have higher n values.
With the knowledge that the density of the atmosphere decreases with height, one can
empirically deduce that EM waves have a tendency to bend back towards the earth; i.e.,
the higher n value.
A premise for Snell's law states that an EM wave front, when propagated in a
complete vacuum, will follow a straight linear path in the direction in which it was
propagated. Since the troposphere is certainly not a vacuum, an EM wave front will
tend to refract back towards the earth. The index of refraction (n) is based upon the
ratio of the velocity of a wave in a vacuum (represented by c) to the velocity of the same
wave in a medium (represented by v) as given by Equation (2).
C (2)
fl- V
The most influential phenomenon affecting radio wave propagation is the medium's
dielectric constant, c. The dielectric constant takes on increasing values for mediums that
contain more particles and is equal to I for a vacuum, approximately equal to 1.0003
near the earth's surface and approximately equal to SO for water [Ref. 6 : p. 28].
Knowing that:
V C (3)
we can use the value of = 1 = c to state that:
,,~ = (4)
The value of n at or near the earth's surface has been calculated to vary between
1.000250 and 1.000400. To enable scientists to work more easily with these numbers, the
concept of refractivity was developed. Refractivity is represented by N and is defined
by Equation (5).








Figure 3. Graphical Depiction of Snell's Law for an EM wave.
From Equation (5), it is easily deduced that N units will vary between 250 and 400 [Ref.
6 : p. 90]. For a standard atmosphere, N would linearly decrease with height at a rate
of dN/dh = -39 N units per 1000 meters, as illustrated by Figure 4 on page 9
Another common way to express refractive conditions is by modified refractivity
(M), which is related to N by Equation (6) for h in meters and Equation (7) for h in feet.
M = N+0.157 (6)
M = N+0.048 (7)
For a standard atmosphere, dM/dh would linearly increase with height as illustrated by
Figure 4. M units are used as an easy way to graphically determine trapping layers and
ducts. A trapping layer is any region where dMidh < 0. In this area, an EM wave will
bend downwards relative to the earth. A duct is a region in which an EM wave is
7
trapped or localized to a waveguide-like channel. The transmitter must be located
somewhere within the duct for trapping of the EM wave to occur. [Ref. 7]
D. DUCTS
Ducts can be one of three types: a surface based duct, an elevated duct or an evap-
oration duct. Each ducting type is illustrated in Figure 5. A surface based duct is
characterized by an M value that is less at the top of the trapping layer than the M value
at the surface, and thus the surface of the earth acts as the lower boundary of the duct.
This type of duct usually ranges from 300 to 1000 meters in thickness, and because both
the transmitting and receiving antennas are located within the duct, extended surface-
to-surface communication ranges for frequencies above 100 MHz will exist. [Ref. 8 : p.
61
An elevated duct is characterized by an M value that is greater at the top of the
trapping layer than the M value at the earth's surface. These ducts can range in altitude
from near the earth's surface to 6 Km. Elevated ducts can provide greatly extended
communication ranges, especially for aircraft that are located within the duct. One
major problem that elevated ducts can present is known as blind spots or communi-
cation holes [Ref. 8 : pp. 6-9]. This would occur when one unit is located above a duct
and is trying to communicate with another unit located below th" duct. In this case, the
EM waves would follow Snell's law, but instead of bending towards the earth, they
would bend upward and away from the earth.
Duct heights for surface based ducts can be determined by extending a vertical line
downward from the top of the trapping layer (where dM,'dh becomes positive again) to
the surface. Duct heights for elevated ducts can be determined by extending a vertical
line downward from the top of the trapping layer to the point where the line intersects
the positive-sloped M gradient. These procedures are illustrated in Figure 5.
The last type of duct is called an evaporation duct. These ducts only occur over
areas of water and are caused by a rapid vertical decrease in humidity upward from the
water's surface to an altitude determined by local meteorological conditions as illustrated
in Figure 5. M will then rapidly decrease from the surface to a minimum value deter-
mined by the ambient humidity and then increase in its normal manner. Evaporation
duct heights and strengths are very hard to accurately measure due to the dxnamic na-
ture of very small scale weather patterns that exist over open water. The evaporation
duct usually only has pronounced effects on EM s-ystems operating above 3 GlIz by
once again providing extended communication ranges. [Ref. 9]
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Figure 5. Determination of Duct Types by using M Gradients
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The thickness of a duct is dependent upon the extent of the nonstandard vertical
variation of humidity and temperature. It's this thickness that determines which fre-
quencies or wave lengths are trapped within the duct. Figure 6 illustrates the effect of
duct thickness in determining which frequencies are trapped or not trapped.
E. REFRACTIVITY ASSESSMENT PRODUCTS
1. IREPS
The United States Navy has been interested in the field of EM refraction since
the days of World War II and has been sporadically investigating systems and algo-
rithms that may predict trapping layers and their associated ducts. The most recent and
exhaustive research into refractivity products began in 1973 at the Naval Electronics
Laboratory Center (NELC) and was continued by personnel at (NOSC). Their efforts
have culminated in the development of the Integrated Refractive 'Effects Prediction
System (IREPS). IREPS revision 2.2 is a classified software package that has been
programmed to run on the Hewlett-Packard 9845 computer and is operational on
CV,;CVN's and at the Fleet Numerical Ocean Center (FNOC). The IREPS software is
also included as a subsystem in the Tactical Environmental Support System (TESS)
which will be installed on CV,'CVNs, LCCs, LHAs, LPI-Is, LPDs, and a number of
shore installations. IREPS also is available in an unclassified but less capable PC ver-
sion 1.0. The IREPS PC version 1.0 is capable of producing a propagation effects
summary and was deemed sufficient for the analysis of refractive conditions during the
research cruise. This analysis will be presented in detail in Chapter III. [Rcf. 8 : p. 1]
To conduct an analysis of refractive conditions for a specific geographic point,
IREPS 1.0 requires a vertical sounding of the troposphere. The sounding is accom-
plished by launching a radiosonde which measures temperature, pressure and humidity
as it rises through the atmosphere. A radiosonde is comprised of a wet cell battery,
transmitter, antenna, humidity sensor, thermometer, and a compact pressure gauge.
These instruments are packaged in a small, styrofoam container and attached to a he-
lium filled balloon. When the balloon and radiosonde are released or launched into the
atmosphere. temperature, pressure and humidity data are transmitted back to the ground
stat;on. This raw data is transferred from the receiver to a PC for storage^ad la
manipulation. Non standard temperature and humidity gradients are sought out fi'om
the raw data, and the values yielding these gradients arc entered into the IREPS pro-
gram.
II
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Figure 6. Frequencies Trapped with Respect to Duct Thickness
One of the most important products of IREPS for a communicator is the
propagation condition summary. An example of a hard copy summary is illustrated in
Figure 7. This product allows a person to choose a number of parameters which in-
cludes, but is not limited to, antenna height, antenna polarization, location, height units
(m or ft), M or N unit display and the factors used to calculate the evaporation duct:
nainel> sea water temperature, surf~ace air temperature, surface relative humnidity and
station surface pressure. The output provides a textual explanation of refractive condi-
12
IREPS REV 2.2
*400 PROPAGATION CONDITIONS SUMMARY **
LOCATION: 31 S6H III 36W









0-20 24 02 e 36e 3te 360 30 40 550 60O 780
REFRACTIVITY MODIFIED REFRACTIVITY
N UNITS A UNITS
WIND SPEEDs 12.0 KNOTS
EVAPORATION DUCT HEIGHT. 1.5 METRES
a 26.0 FEET
SURFACE-TO-SURFACE
EXTENDED RANGES AT ALL FREQUENCIES
SURFACE-TO-AIR
EXTENDED RRNGES FOR ALTITUDES UP TO 1,0?2 FEET
POSSIBLE HOLES FOR ALTITUDES ABOVE -1,072 FEET
AIR-TO-AIR
EXTENDED RANGES FOR ALTITUDES UP TO 1,072 FEET
POSSIBLE HOLES FOR ALTITUDES ABOVE 1,0?2 FEET
HOLES FROM SUPERREFRACTIVE LAYERS MAY EXIST ABOVE 1751 FEET
SURFACE REFRACTIVITY: 341 --SET SPS-4S TO 344
Figure 7. IREPS Propagation Conditions Summary
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tions in addition to an M or N profile with an associated bar chart to depict ducts. [Ref.
10 : pp. 11- 12]
Another important product of IREPS is the coverage display. The coverage
display provides a clear, graphical depiction of expected communication ranges for dif-
ferent altitudes taking into account the current or predicted refractive conditions.
Figure 8 is an example of an IREPS generated coverage display for a common UHF
transmission. [Ref. 10 : pp. 12-13]
IREPS classifies refraction into one of four types: trapping, superrefractive,
standard and subrefractive. Table 2 shows the relationship of N and M gradients for
each of the refraction types and includes expected range enhancement, if any. Figure 9
illustrates the ray geometry for each of the refractive conditions [Ref. 8 : p. 9].
Table 1. IREPS REFRACTION CLASSIFICATION
IREPS N Gradient M Gradient Range
Classification dN/dh dM/dH
Trapping < -157 N Km < 0 M/Km Greaty
< -4S N,'kft < 0 MIkft Increased
Superrefractive -157 to -79 N' Km 0 to 79 M. Km Increased
-48 to -24 N.kft 0 to 24 M/kft
Standard -79 to 0 N'Km 79 t- 157 IlKm Normal
-24 to 0 N'kft 24 to 4S M'kft
Subrefi'active > 0 N'Km > 157 M:Km Decreased
> 0 N.kft > 48 M'kft
2. GTE Sylvania Report
The GTE Sylvania radiosonde analysis report is the most exhaustive compila-
tion of worldwide refracti ity data ever collected. The intent of the report was to provide
a refractivity product based on historical trends that could be used to predict refractive
conditions when the launching of a radiosonde was impractical or impossible. The da-
tabase consisted of nearly four million radiosonde soundings from 924 shore stations
around the world covering the years from 1966 to 1969 and 1973 to 1974. A number
of software programs were developed to perform a series of statistical analyses on the
data. From these analyses. 20 distinct rectangular regions were created that ensured
worldwide coverage. Table 2 provides a listing of these regions. In each of these re-
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SUPERREFRACTION
Figure 9. Ray Geometry
surface data were chosen for plotting propagation conditions. The type of plots gener-
atcd for each key station of each region includes the following: [Ref. 11 : pp. 1-13]
1. Percent occurrence of elevated layers (monthly).
2. Optimum coupling heights of elevated ducts.
3. Minimum trapping frequency and surface-to-duct-bottom modified refractivity
gradient for 6levated- ducts.
4. Coverage height for elevated ducts and superrefractive layers.
5. Optimum coupling heights for elevated layers.
6. Thickness for elevated layers.
7. Minimum trapping frequency for elevated ducts.
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8. Intensity for elevated layers.
9. Percent occurrence of surface layers.
10. Surface refractivity and surface refractivity gradient over the first kilometer.
11. Thickness for surface layers.
12. Minimum trapping frequency for surface ducts.
13. Intensity for surface layers.
Table 2. GTE SYLVANIA REPORT REGIONAL BOUNDARIES
Number Name Latitude Limits Longitude Limits(+ =N,-=S) (+=E.-=W)
I Northern Europe +46.0 + 73.0 -10.0 + 27.0
2 Mediterranean + 15.7 + 50 -10.0 + 37.0
3 West USSR +28.0 +71.0 +25.0 +84.0
4 Africa -38.0 + 28.0 -26.0 + 64.5
5 India 0.0 +34.0 + 63.0 + 110.0
6 East USSR + 32.0 + 84.0 + 82.0 + 153.0
7 South China Sea 0.0 + 33.0 +018.0 + 135.0
8 Australia 1 Indian Ocean -57.0 + 8.0 + 64.5 + 154.0
9 Bering Sea +28.0 +88.0 + 152.0 -125.5
10 North Pacific -11.0 +46.0 + 153.0 -128.7
11 South Pacific -70.0 +4.0 + 149.5 -109.0
12 Canada + 42.3 +81.0 -128.0 -76.0
13 West USA + 25.0 +45.0 -125.5 -98.0
14 East USA +28.0 +45.0 -99.0 -76.0
15 Central America -10.0 + 30.5 -129.5 -74.0
16 South America -54.3 +6.0 + 110.0 -26.0
17 North Atlantic + 20.5 + 71.5 -78.0 -8.0
18 Central America -11.5 + 35.0 -78.0 -14.0
19 North Polar Region +70.0 +90.0 -180.0 + 180.0
20 South Polar Region -90.0 -38.0 -180.0 + 180.0
The data from the GTE Sylvania report comprises the majority of the historical
data bank for IREPS which may cause a major inherent problem if a ship depends on
a historical summary for propagation prediction. IREPS was designed for use by ships
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at sea, whereas the data compiled into the GTE Sylvania report was acquired from
shore-based stations. If an IREPS historical summary of refractive conditions is re-
quested for a point of interest at sea, IREPS will use the closest radiosonde station to
the point of interest. This station will most likely be a shore based station and may be
hundreds of miles away from the actual point of interest. Therefore, the accuracy of the
IREPS historical summary is often questionable. Figure 10 illustrates the components
that comprise the IREPS historical EM propagation conditions summary.
is
[REPS REV 2.2 HISTOR!CAL EM PROPAGATION CONDITIONS SUMINRY
Specified location: 32 61 N 117 66 W (e) INDICATES INSUFFICIENT DATA
Radiosonde source : 72298 32 49 N it? 67 W
Radiosonde station height. 467 Foot
Surface ob$ source: MS124 35 66 N 115 *1 W
PERCENT OCCURRENCE OF ENHANCED SURFACE-TO-SURFACE RADARRESM/COM RANGES:
FREQUENCY YEARLY JAN-MAR APR-JUN JUL-SEP OCT-DEC
day nit dir day nit din day nit d&n day nit din daty nt din
169 MHz 3 3 3 2 13 3 2 2 5 3 4 3 4 3
1GHz 37 21 29 37 24 36 31 13 22 40 21 31 39 25 32
3 GHz 43 26 35 43 36 37 36 t7 27 47 26 36 46 32 39
6 GHz 56 37 47 55 42 4652 " 4058 34 46 66 44 52
19 GHz 77 65 ?1 73 65 691 6 62 6 66 64 72 t 69 75
28 GHi $7 83 $5 64 61 63 67 82 05 69 82 6669 5 7
SURFACE RASED DUCT SUMMARY:
PARAMETER YEARLY JAN-MAR APR-JUN JUL-SEP OCT-DEC
day nit dLn day nit din da t din day nit din da .din
Percent occurrence 25 22 231 16 26 22 24 15 26 33 21 27 23 27 25
AVG thickness Kft .44 .21 .40 .70 .3
AVG trap 4req GHz .S91 .S6 1.4 .55 .78
AVG lyr grd -N/Kt 91 to 9_ 94 93
ELEVATED DUCT SUMMARY:
PARAMETER YEARLY JAN-MAR APR-JUN JUL-SEP OCT-DEC
day nit dLn day nit din day nit dLn day nit dn dy nit din
Percent occurrence 42 54 46 28 38 33 47 65 56 56 72 64 37 41 39
AVG top ht Kft 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.2 2.6
AVG thickness Kft .69 .42 .64 .76 .56
AVG trap freq CHz .26 .30 .18 .11 .21
1 AVG lyr grd -H/Kft 7 72 71 68 71
AVG lyr base Kt 2.2 2.5 2.2 1.7 2.3
EVAPORATION DUCT N;STOGRAM IN PERCENT OCCURRENCE:
PERCENT OCCURRENCE YEARLY JAH-MAR APR-JUN JUL-SEP OCT-DEC
day nit dLn day nit dLn day nit din day nit din day nit d&n
S0to 1 Feet 9 1 , 16 6 16 , 6 8i 1 16 6 8 
10 to 20 Feet 1 13 I6 9 15 12 7 12 16 7 12 16 7 12 16
20 to 36 Feet 13 22 17 13 21 17 14 23 19 13 23 16 11 20 15
36 to 46 Feet 15 22 16 11 16 15 17 25 21 18 24 21 14 26 17
40 to 5t Feet 11 12 12 9 11 1 12 13 13 13 12 12 16 )3 12
58 to 66 Feet 7 6 7 6 6 6 6 7 6 7 5 6 S 7 S
SO to 78 Feet 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 3 3 4 3 3 5 3 4
70 to 80 Feet 3 1 2 3 2 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 2 2
90to 9 Feet 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 1 1 3 1 2
96 to 166 Feet I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 1 1 1 1
ibove 168 Feet 27 Ig 18 36 12 21 23 7 15 24 9 17 36 12 21
Mean height Feet 74 45 66 79 48 63 69 41 55 69 43 56 81 50 65
GENERAL METEOROLOGY SUMMARY:
PARAMETER YEARLY JRN-MAR APR-JUN JUL-SEP OCT-DEC
day nit din day nit din day nit din day nit d&n dAy nit d&n
6 Accepted sndgs 414 465 416 463 395 399 417 465 411 469 419 414 428 400 414
% occur ELL$) dcts 4.4 3.2 4.7 6.3 3.4
% occur 2+ EL dcts e.1 3.8 9.6 14 5.6
AVG station N 336 321 329 343 326
AVG station -N/Kt 19 16 20 24 1s
AVG sc wind Kts 16 11 16 16 11 1S 11 12 12 16 10 16 9.3 16 10
Figure 10. IREPS Historical EM Propagation Conditions Summary
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III. EASTERN PACIFIC RESEARCH CRUISE
A. DATA COLLECTION
The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) conducts a semi-annual operational
oceanography cruise on board the research vessel (R.V.) Point Sur to give students
hands-on experience in collecting and analyzing oceanographic and meteorological data.
The research cruise consisted of two separate legs. The first leg spanned from I - 4
November 1989 and covered the track illustrated in Figure 11. The R.V. Point Sur then
returned to port at Moss Landing, California, for a student crew change. The second
leg was conducted from 5 - 8 November 1989 and hugged the coast off Point Sur,
California, as illustrated by the track in Figure 12. This cruise provided the opportunity
to collect refractivity data for the Monterey, California, bay area by means .of
radiosondes (rawinsonde).
Rawinsonde launches were conducted by the student watch teams and NPS me-
teorologists every six hours. Launch times of OOOOZ, 0600Z, 1200Z, and 1800Z were
chosen so that the collected rawirsonde data would coincide with NOAA synoptic
weather charts and satellite imagery projections which were made available to students
at the end of the cruise. The rawinsondes used on the research cruise were manufactured
by the Viz corporation of Philadelphia. Pennsylvania. Bar coded calibration data is en-
closed with each rawinsonde, and this information must be entered into and verified by
the shipboard computer prior to launch. These rawinsondes utilize the.Omega naviga-
tion system for tropospheric wind calculation which is accurate to 1 meter per second,
a dry thermometer accurate to 0.2 degrees Celcius, and a dewpoint thermometer accu-
rate to 1.0 degrees Celcius [Ref. 12 : pp. 5-6]. An adjustable frequency transmitter at-
tached to the body of the rawinsonde provided raw data every ten seconds to a
shipboard computer as the rawinsonde ascended through the troposphere. No data was
recorded during the descent.
The raw data was then analyzed to determine if any obvious numerical errors were
present. The errors found, if any, could include, but were not limited to, such factors
as a weak or incomplete received signal from the rawinsonde, a faulty thermometer on
the rawinsonde, veak or lost Omega signal or computer power fluctuations. Eirors were
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data set was used to generate skew-T diagrams and also provided the data that was
manually entered into IREPS for ducting analysis.
B. DATA ANALYSIS
Thirty-one rawinsondes were successfully launched during the cruise and provided
the data set for this analysis. The IREPS propagation condition summary and skew-T
plots were used to obtain graphical depictions of the widely variable ducting conditions
experienced as illustrated by Figure 13 through Figure 17. The variation in observed
ducting conditions was attributed to changes in weather patterns. These changes ulti-
mately affect the vertical temperature and humidity gradients, which in turn, determine
the type and strength of a duct. Each ducting condition will be discused in the following
paragraphs.
1. No Ducts
The total lack of ducting and the associated refractive layers occurred in only 3
out of 31 launches or 9.68 % of the time. Figure 13 illustrates the continuously in-
creasing M unit with height and represents the standard, well-mixed atmosphere that
contained no unusual deviations in temperature, pressure or humidity as the rawinsonde
ascended the troposphere. Normal conmmunication ranges could be expected in this type
of environment.
2. Surface Based Ducts
Surface based ducts occurred with varying degrees of intensity in 6 out of 31
launches or 19.35 % of the time. They ranged in height from 107 m to 205 m with the
average height being 175 m. Figure 14 illustrates the strength and height of a represen-
tative surface based duct which was encountered during the research cruise. Under this
condition, communication ranges would be extended for all surface-to-surface UHF and
VHF communications. Surface-to-air and air-to-air communications would be extended
in range when propagated at a height less than the top of the duct. One interesting point
to note is that all surface based ducts occurred on the first leg of the cruise and within
55 nautical miles of shore. This can be explained in part by coastal and synoptic
meteorological features which will be discussed in detail in Chapter IV.
3. Single Elevated Ducts
Single elevated ducts were by far the most prevalent ducting phenomena re-
corded during the cruise and occurred in 19 out of 31 launches or 61.29 % of the time.
Tlhe elevated ducts ranged in bottom height from 80 m to 614 m with the average being
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being 451 m. The elevated ducts ranged in thickness from 66 m to 402 m with the av-
erage being 229 m. Figure 15 depicts a representative example of a single elevated duct
case. Surface-to-surface Ul-IF and VHF communication ranges would tend to be normal
unless the duct were low enough to permit the transmitting and receiving antennas to
be located within it. Surface-to-air communication ranges would tend to be normal.
Air-to-air communication ranges would be extended if the aircraft was Jocated some-
where within the duct.
4. Surface Based and Elevated Ducts
A surface based and elevated duct occurred simultaneously in only I out of 31
launches or 3.23 % of the time. Figure 16 shows the strengths and heights of both
ducts. The surface based duct was very strong even though it only extended 46 m into
the troposphere. The surface duct alone would provide extended surface-to-surface
communication ranges in the UHF and VHF spectrums. Surface-to-air communications
are also mainly affected by the surface based duct. Ranges would be extended in the
area from the surface to 46 m, but holes are possible above 46 m due to interference
nulls. Air-to-air communication would be extended in the areas comprising both the
surface based and elevated ducts, with possible holes existing in the area between the
ducts and the area above the elevated duct.
5. Two Elevated Ducts
Two elevated ducts occurred simultaneously in 2 out of 31 launches or 6.45 %
of the time. Figure 17 illustrates the heights, strengths and separation of the ducts for
both cases. Communication ranges for surface-to-surface and surface-to-air communi-
cations would be normal. Extended ranges would exist foi air-to-air communications
when the aircraft are within one of the two ducts, and holes or co-mnunication vbids
would be possible in the area between the two ducts and abo'e the top duct.
6. Evaporation Ducts
Evaporation ducts existed in 100 % of the cases as would be expected when
•launching rawinsondes at sea. These duct thicknesses ranged from a minimum of 4.1
m to a maximum of 14.0 m with the average thickness being 9.8 m.
C. COMPARISON WITH GTE SYLVANIA CLIMATOLOGY
Th1 N .. S PC .e.sion 1.0 used for esearch cr1Io-, refiractivitv analysis does not
have the capability of producing the historical propagations summary product. In lieu
of this product, a comparison of percent occurrence of elevated ducts and percent oc-
currence of surface ducts was performed using the actual research cruise soundings and
26
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the GTE Sylvania report. San Francisco was the closest key radiosonde station to the
research cruise operating areas, thus data from this station was used for the comparison.
1. Case one. Percent occurrence of elevated ducts
The percent occurrence of elevated ducts included all soundings in which one
or more elevated ducts were present. This accounted for 22 out of 31 launches or 70.97
% of the time. Figure 18 is a graphical depiction of GTE Sylvania's findings, which
indicate that the percent occurrence of elevated ducts for the month of November is
approximately 37 %. There is a 33.97 % disparity between the actual soundings and the
Sylvania report which suggests that actual soundings must be obtained for an accurate
assessment of refractive conditions for a ship's point of interest.
2. Case two. Percent occurrence of surface ducts
The percent occurrence of surface based ducts included all soundings in which
a surface based duct was present. This accounted for 7 out of 31 launches or 22.58 %
of the time. Figure 19 illustrates GTE Sylvania's finding of approximately 5 % occur-
rence of surface based ducts for the month of November. The 17.58 % disparity be-
tween the Sylvania report and the research cruise soundings once again indicates that
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Figure 19. GTE Sylvania Report: % Occurrence of Surface Ducts for Nov.
31
IV. ASSESSMENT BASED ON SYNOPTIC REFRACTIVE
PARAMETERS
A. GENERAL
Synoptic scale in meteorology refers to weather map scale phenomena. The relation
between synoptic scale weather patterns on EM wave propagation and their association
with the index of refraction, has been studied by the Navy for many years. Until 1976,
the Navy had no written guidance for inferring refraction from large scale weather pat-
terns. So at the request of the Commander, Third Fleet, personnel at NEPRF, NELC
and PACMISTESTCEN developed procedures to predict tropospheric refraction condi-
tions from generalized synoptic features. These procedures were incorporated into a
COMTHIRDFLT TACMEMO in 1976 which was commonly referred to as the REG
(Refractive Effects Guidebook) [Ref. 13 :ppl-l - 4-1]. The REG was deemed an urgent
requirement for the fleet, and thus its procedures were not cxtensively tested prior to
operational use. This lack of testing led to a subsequent evaluation of the REG which
proved that it was no better than using a random guessing procedure for determining
refractive conditions [Ref. 14 : p. 18]. The REG was eventually canceled, and new re-
search was begun to develop a more accurate prediction procedure for inferring
refractive effects from synoptic weather parameters.
B. SYNOPTIC PARAMETERS
The most important concepts used in predicting refractive conditions from synoptic
parameters are airmasses and pressure patterns. An airmass is defined as a large body
of air that contains nearly uniform conditions of both temperature and humidity as it
travels from its source. Airmasscs are classified by the temperature and humidity char-
acteristics at the place of origin, either polar or tropical, and their source, either maritime
or continental. This classification permits the following four distinct airmass types: Po-
lar maritime (Pm), Polar continental (Pc), Tropical maritime (Tm) and Tropical conti-
nental (Tc). Table 3 provides the source and properties of each type of airmass at its
source. Airmass development is enhanced in areas where large high pressure syste.ns
doniate and are somewhat stationary. The quasi- stationary naturc of the high pres-
sure s3 stem allows the time needed for the underl ing surface to influence the air aboc
it. Airflow tends to di' erge from these high pressure regions, and this di ereence tends
to gi e the forming airmass horizontal uniformity throughout the surface region. The
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divergence within a high pressure system also leads to subsiding or sinking air which will
tend to bring dryer and warmer air to the sea surface as the high pressure system moves
from its source. As a result of the subsidence, an inversion level with conditions fa-
vorable to ducting may be formed. [Ref. 15 : pp. 5-7]
Table 3. AIR MASS TYPES
Air Mass Source Region(s) Properties at Source
Polar maritime (Pm) Oceans in latitudes greater than 50 Cool, rather moist.
degrees. (approx.) Unstable.
Polar continental (Pc) Continents in vicinity of the Arctic Cold and dry. Sta-
Circle: Antarctica. ble.
Tropical maritime Sub-tropical oceans, Warm, moist and
(Ti) rather unstable near
the surface; dry and
stable above.
Tropical continental Deserts in low latitudes; primarily Hot and dry. Un-
(Tc) the Sahara and Austriiian deserts stable.
but also S.W. USA and Mexico in
the summer.
A front separates two distinct airmasses. A cold front then would be the intrusion
of cold polar air into a region, and a warm front would be the intrusion of warm tropical
air into a region. Cyclones tend to develop along the perimeters of the fronts and their
associated low pressure regions. The cyclones, which travel counterclockwise in the
northern hemisphere and clockwise in the southern hemisphere, migrate and intrude into
areas that have diffierent pressure, temperature and humidity characteristics and may
'form inversion layers.
Figure 20 illustrates the subsiding air from the high pressure dominated airmasses
and the rising motion of the air along the low pressure in the front which causes an in-
version laver. It is these inversion layers, where pressure, temperature and humidity do
not.uniformly decrease with altitude, which cause refractive layers.
Airmasses, fronts and pressure systems can be easily identified on meteorological
charts, and their movement can usually be accurately predicted for up to 24 hours. With
that f, dt in mind. liciey and Rosenthal of the Pacific Missile Test Center de eloped a
number of thumb rules, a synoptic- refractive model, and an interim procedure for pre-
dicting refractive conditions by using synoptic meteorological data. These thrce pro-
ducts will be discussed in the following paragraphs. [Ref. 15 : p. 7]
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Figure 20. Inversion Conditions over Subtropical Oceans
1. Synoptic-refractive model
The Helvey and Rosenthal synoptic-refractive model was derived by performing
a statistical analysis on observed synoptic parameters from ten selected North Pacific
and North Atlantic subtropical locations. The statistical analysis plotted the frequency
of duct occurrence against the following synoptic parameters: IRef. 15 : pp. 10-17]
I. Isobar curvature (cyclonic and anticyclonic).
2. Distance from point of interest to center of high pressure region.
3. Surface pressure.
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4. Surface wind direction.
5. Difference between 700 mbar and surface temperatures.
6. Surface pressure and surface wind direction collectively.
A separate model was developed for each of the two subtropical regions. Figure 21 il-
lustrates the prediction model that can be used for the subtropical regions of the North
Pacific ocean . The major problem with this model is that it is intended only for use in
open areas which are ^ar removed from the effects of continental air. This precludes the
prediction of surface based ducts which may be caused by an offshore flow of conti-
nental air.
2. Thumb rules
Helvey and Rosenthal derived a series of thumb rules that can be utilized for
predicting refractive conditions when no other data is available. They have based their
thumb rules on a number of statistical studies and their personal experiences. These
thumb rules are broken into the following four categorics for use at any point of interest
and include factors:
1. Favorable to elevated duct occurrence.
2. Favorable to surface based duct occurrence.
3. Affecting heights of elevated ducts.
4. Favorable to standard refractive conditions.
A complete listing of the thumb rules can be found in Appendix A. [Ref. 15 pp. 26-30]
3. Interim Procedure for Forecasting Refractivity Conditions
This procedure utilizes 700 mbar charts, surface weather charts, satellite imagery
and actual or predicted meteorological readings from the point of interest. This proce-
dure could be used when vertical soundings of the troposphere are impractical or im-
possible. Points are awarded on the basis of how certain questions are answered. These
points are then entered into an algorithm to give a weighted point total which indicates
that ducting is either unlikely, possible, probable or very likely. Duct base altitude is
derived from answering another series of questions which have no point values, but use
similar meteorological information. This interim procedure (IPFRC) has been included
as Appendix B. [Ref. 15 : pp. 30-341]
C. EVALUATION OF PACMISTESTCEN'S IPFRC
Five unique cases where chosen from the research cruise data set for an "after-the-







tative examples of the type of refractive conditions experienced during the research
cruise. Figure 22 shows the location for each case. The IPFRC consists of two sections:
the Interim Procedure for Duct Occurrence (IPDO) and the Interim Procedure for Esti-
mating Duct Base Altitude (IPEDBA). For each case, surface weather charts, 700'mbar
charts and satellite imagery were obtained upon return to port for the time period closest
to the actual rawinsonde launch. Only the charts, satellite imagery and recorded
meteorological factors of surface pressure, wind direction and presence or absence of
offshore air flow were used as input to the IPFRC. Appendix C contains the IPFRC
calculations for each case. The results of the IPFRC were then compared with the
IREPS propagation conditions summary to determine the effectiveness of the IPFRC
on a case by case basis. The following is a detailed description of each case.
1. Case one
* Location: 36-47.71 N, 121-58.10 W.
# Date;Time: 01 Nov 89, 1905 Z.
Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the surface and aloft synoptic patterns at the
time the rawinsonde was launched. These features were interpreted for use in questions
5 - 15 of Appendix B. The local weather conditions where noted as clear with no cloud
cover and included a light land to sea flow of air. The IREPS refractive conditions
summary for this rawinsonde launch indicated a lack of ducting at any altitude. The
M gradient and skew-T plot, as seen in Figure 25, show a very smooth and steady in-
crease in modified rcfractivit, and the associated decrease in both temperature and hu-
midity as altitude increases. This is almost a perfect example of a standard, well- mixed
atmosphere in which coimnunication ranges would be normal; i.e., ranges would follow
the 4'"s earth prediction.
The IPDO calculation for case one indicated that ducting was veiy likely.
Question number 19 of the IPEDBA indicates that the base of the duct is zero, or in
other words, a surface based duct. The single most important factor that made the
IPDO determination completely opposite from the IREPS determination was question
number 12, concerning land to sea flow of warm air. lhc determination to answer
question 12 as yes, was because the land air temperature was two degrees Celsius warmer
than the sca suifacce temperaturc. and the %%ind vNas fiuiii 068 tiuC. BecausC the d'iffr-
ence in temperatures was considered small, the IPDO was recalculated. The new point
total indicated that ducting was possible , which is still an inaccurate prediction accord-
ing to IREPS.
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Figure 23. Surface and 700nibar Conditions for Case1
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2. Case two
9 Location: 36-19.96 N, 123.01.86 W.
* Date/Time: 02 Nov 89, 1655 Z.
Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the surface and aloft synoptic patterns close to
the time that the rawinsonde was launched. The satellite imagery was taken within six
minutes of launch while the data from the surface and 700 mbar charts are approxi-
mately one and five hours old respectively. These features were interpreted for use in
questions 5 - 15 of Appendix B. The local weather conditions were noted as mainly clear
with less than five percent cloud- cover and included a land to sea flow of warmer air.
The I REPS refractive conditions summary for this rawinsonde launch indicated the
presence of a surface based duct. The M profile in Figure 28 depicts rapidly decreasing
M values from the surface up to approximately 200 m where M gradient begins to in-
crease in a steady manner with height. The skew-T diagram of Figure 28 depicts the
abnormal temperature and humidity profile near the surface which resulted in the surface
based duct. Communication ranges would be extended in the duct with possible holes
occurring above the top of the duct.
The IPDO calculation for case two indicated that ducting was very likely.
Question number 19 of the IPEDBA suggests that the base of the duct is at the surface.
The IPFRC then predicted correctly both the occurrence and type of duct present in this
case. The IPFRC was not able to predict the height of the duct using the table in Ap-
pendix B because the area was not anticyclonic and was not an elevated duct.
3. Case three
• Location: 36-41.14 N, 12 1-32.33 W.
* Date,'Time: 05 Nov 89, 1823 Z.
Figure 29 and Figure 30 show the surface and aloft synoptic patterns close to
the time that the rawinsonde was launched. The satellite imagery was taken within eight
minutes of the launch while the data from the surface and 700 mbar charts were ap-
proximately 23 minutes and 5.5 hours old respectively. The local weather conditions
were noted as cloudy with a 50 percent cover of stratus type clouds. The wind direction
was westerly at approximately 16 knots, and even though the PT. SUR was only three
miles from shore, no land to sea breezes were noted. The IREPS refractive conditions
summary for this rawinsonde launch indicated a single elevated duct extending from .150
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Figure 28. NI Profile and Skew-T Plot for Case 1002.. ..____________ _________ 1
of the elevated duct while the skew-T plot indicates the important role that humidity
played in fornng this elevated duct. The heavy lines near the top of the skew-T plot
indicate areas where the rawinsonde signal was lost, and these lines can be ignored.
Surface-to-surface communication ranges would be unaffected by this duct, but extended
air-to-air communication could be expected if aircraft were located in the elevated duct.
The IPDO calculation for case three indicated that ducting was probable. Al-
though the IPDO doesn't predict that ducting is very likeiy, the probable prediction is
deemed sufficient to suggest the presence of ducting. The appearance of stratus on the
satellite imagery is smooth and uniform. Thus question 21 (b) of Appendix B indicates
that the base of the probable duct is 0 - 1000 feet. The actual base of the duct does fall
within this range.
4. Case four
* Location: 36-37.26 N, 121-5S.24 W.
* Date,'Time: 05 Nov 89, 2040 Z.
This rawinsonde launch was conducted only a little more than two hours after
the rawinsonde launch used for case three. The geographic location of the two launcihes
was within 5 nautical miles of each other. Basically, the same synoptic meteorological
conditions affected this launch, and they can be seen onl the same figures used for case
three. The local weather conditions included approximately 30 percent cloud cover, but
the clouds tended to be closer to the surface than in case three. The wind was from 295
T and it had increased to approximately 23 knots. The IREPS refractive conditions
summary for this rawinsonde launch indicated the presence of both a surface based and
elevated duct. The modified refractivity graph in Figure 31illustrates rapidly decreasing
M values from the surface to 46 in where the M gradient then sharply reversed itself and
caused the surface based duct. The M values continued to increase until NI reached 446
m. The NI values were then reversed up to an altitude of 687 m and caused the elevated
duct. The skew-T plot in Figure 31 illustrates the temperature and humidity differentials
which resulted in both the elevated and surface based ducts. The surface based duct
would cause extended ranges for surface-to- surface communications and extended
ranges for surface-to-air and air-to-air if the antennas were located v ithin the duct. The
clcvatcd duct would provide extended ranges for airLraft flting "ithin the duct.
The IPDO calculation for case four was identical to the calculation for case
three and indicated that ducting was probable. Question 21 (b) of Appendix C indicates
that the duct base is in the range of 0 - 1000 feet. The surface based duct would fall into
46
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Figure 29. Surface and 700mbar Conditions for Cases 3 and 4
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this range, but the elevated duct with its base at 446 m (1463 feet) far exceeds the cal-
culated maximum base altitude of 1,000 feet. Although the IPDO indicated that ducting
was probable and successfully predicted the surface based duct, it failed to predict the
presence of the associated elevated duct for this case.
5. Case five
* Location: 36-04.18 N, 122-15.62 W.
* Date'Time: 07 Nov 89, 0445 Z.
Figure 33 and Figure 34 show the surface and aloft synoptic patterns close to
the time of launch. The satellite imagery was taken within 14 minutes of the launch
while the data on the surface and 700 mbar charts were both 4.75 hours old. These
features were interpreted for use in questions 5 - 15 of Appendix B. The local weather
conditions were noted as mainly clear with a slight wind coming from the northwest.
The I REPS refractive conditions summary for this rawinsonde launch indicated two
distinct elevated ducts. The M profile of Figure 35 illustrates the two negative slope
reversals of the M gradient and the two distinct elevated ducts which resulted. The
skew-T plot of Figure 35 illustrates the effects that humidity and temperature had in
forming the ducts. Communication ranges would be normal in all cases except air-to-air,
which would experience extended ranges if the aircraft were located within the duct.
The IPDO calculation for case five indicated that ducting was possible.
Questions IS and 20 of Appendix C indicate that two ducts may be present; one with a
base height of 3100 feet and the other with a base height of zero feet (a surface based
duct). The actual base heights were approximately 760 feet and 1840 feet which do not
correlate to either of the IPEDBA predictions. The actual ducting in this case, as indi-
cated by IREPS, was quite weak and may have been produced by sporadic gusts of
warm, moist air originating from the shore. If this was the case, the IPDO prediction
that ducting was just possible would be a good prediction based solely upon the synoptic
meteorological parameters.
D. CONCLUSION
The results from cases one through five indicate that in certain cases, refractive
conditions can be successfully predicted by using the IPFRC. Five cases can certainly
not prove or disproxe the usefulness of the IPFRC, but the positixe results should pro-
vide an incentive for future extensive testing and refining of the procedure. This proce-
dure could be useful, if proven accurate, by fleet ships that have facsimile machines but
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Figure 33. Surface and 700mbar Conditions for Case 5
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V. SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. SUMMARY
It is clearly evident that nonstandard gradients of temperature, pressure and hu-
midity dramatically affect communication ranges. At times, refractive conditions en-
hance communication ranges and enable ships and aircraft to communicate far beyond
the horizon in the VHF and UHF spectrums. These same refractive conditions may
conversely degrade communication ranges if an aircraft flying above the duct is trying
to communicate with a ship below the duct. Tactical decision makers need to know how
these refractive conditions will affect communications between their assets and thus
I REPS was developed.
I REPS has been thoroughly tested and has proven to be an accurate refraction as-
sessment product when the input data is derived from a rawinsonde at the point and time
of interest. The fact remains that most ships in the fleet today do not have I REPS or
rawinsondes and are unable to independently assess the refractive conditions for their
point of interest. Without any indication as to the refractive conditions present, it is
nearly impossible to predict communication ranges or to determine effective EMCON
conditions.
PACMISTESTCEN's JPFRC shows much promise in determining refractive condi-
tions from synoptic weather parameters using nothing more than weather charts and
satellite imagery. The results of the IREPS-IPFRC comparison from the research cruise
showed a 60 % success rate for the IPFRC. Although the data set for this comparison
was very small and the results cannot be considered conclusive, the experiment did test
the types of refraction most commonly encountered over areas of open ocean. An ad-
vantage of the I PFRC is that it would cost very little to implement if it was ever refined
to the point where its accuracy would meet naval standards. It would also give ships
not equipped with IREPS or TESS a tool to assess refractive conditions anytime, any-
where. Currently, the major drawback of such a procedure is its accuracy. The IPFRC
also does not provide assessment products such as the IREPS generated propagation
conditions summary or coverage displays.
B. RECOMMENDATIONS
It is currently unrealistic to recomnend the installation of IREPS or TESS on all
naval vessels due to the considerable cost of the system and associated training of per-
Z°3)
sonnel to run it. Instead, a continued evaluation, refinement and testing of the IPFRC
could be performed and possibly culminate in an acceptable refractive assessment tool
for use by naval vessels.
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APPENDIX A. PACMISTESTCEN'S THUMB RULES
[Ref 15 : pp. 26-30)
Factors Favorable to Eloeted Duct Occurrence at Proseent/Predicted Location
1 . Location within SE and SW Quadrants of subtropicsi highs (for Bermuda area. SW and NW
quadrants)
2. Anticyclonic curvature of swrface isouews
3. Decreasing distance to canter of high
4. Increasing surface prm-urv lespocwally PS) lots1 mbar)
S. TfC- T700< I SOC.r T7 0 6to O0 C
6. Location outside active frontal tone
7. Presence of well-defined haze byavrs
8. Presence of stratus clouds (not accompenied by rain. Drizzle from stratus is acceptatNle
9. Extensiv, stratus or stratocumulus sheet observed on visual or infrared satellite imagery with
granular of cellular appearance
10. Ev~dence of a temperature inversion
11. Week winds alot
12. Lack of extensive and thick mld-level cloudiness
Factors Favorable to Surface Based lNon.Ewreporatlvel Duct Occurrence at
Preeent/Prsdlctsd Location
I1. Alrm (temnperatures higher then see surface temperature). dry offshore flow
2. Stratus or fog deck with top at 1.000 feet or below
3. Large Woe within stratus covered area "~ observed on satellite imagery, or similar stratus-
surrounded clear region extending seaward from continent
4. Starsi or moon dlimly visible through dense surface fog
5. Very smooth. white And uniforms stratus observed on visual satellite imagery (as comptared
with More typical granular or cellular patterns)
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Factors Affecting Holost of gleviited ouica at ProeantfPredlctad Location
(also W table 4 fo a uenntei of surface based duetll
I. Maximum occurrence of duots betwmn 4,000 and 6,00 over subtrop"c Ocman arem
2. Mean duct height for anticyclones can be astlmatee from seas surface temperatures in
accordance with table 2. Moan height applies generally to within 50 latitude of high canter
3. General increase in moan duct height of abou.. 200 meters (about 650 feet) per SoC increase
in me suface temperature
4. Lowest duct heights in SE quadrant of high (about 1.500 feet lower then in center of high)
5. Highest duct heights in SW or NW quadrsnt of high (about 1,500 feet higher than in center of
high). (Some tendency for secondary. lower duct in SW and NW quadrants.)
Lowering heights may be oberved in advance of 'ictiv cold frontil until arrival of the frontal
region itself
Factors Favorable to Standard Refractive Conditions at
PresentjProdicted Location
1. Location within NW Quadrants of subtfopical highs or northern half of migratory high%
(Rxcept for Bermuda area)
2. Under or immediately following active frr'nV
3. Cyclonic curvature of surface isobars
4. aosenews to low Pressure area
5. Surface pressures less than 1,000 mba.'
6. Cold air aloft (T-, j < -1 00C)
7. Presence of cumulus and deep convective clouds (with or without s,,iowerv ptecipitation)
8. Absence of temperature inversions
9. Unstable. windy conditions
10. Open called clouds behind fronial system as observed on satellite imagery
NOTE, Studies and oioservetions hae showns that conditions characterized by muiilti-levul layered
clouds result in subrafractive conditions or sub~uormal ranges. Such conditions may be found inter-
%persod with layers exhibitiny standard as wevll dscucting conditions.
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APPENDIX B. PACMISTESTCEN'S IPFRC
[Ref 15: pp. 30-33]
INTERIM PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING DUCT OCCURRENCES
1. Can present refractivity be determined by direct measurement (sounding
or refractometer) at position of interest? If yes, note duct occurrence,
strength, and height.
2. If not, or if future refractivity is desired, obtain FNOC surface analysis or
prognosis nearest to time of interest and note location at time of interest.
3. Obtain FNOC 700 mbar analysis or prognosis nearest to time of interest
and note location at time of interest.
4. Tabulate points in steps 5 through 14.
5. Determine surface pressure (Ps) at location of interest.
If PS' 1000 mbar, NOTE 0 Points
If PS I000- 1009 mbar, NOTE I Point
If PS 1010-1019 mbar, NOTE 2 Points
If PS> 1020 mbar, NOTE 3 Points
6. Determine curvature (CURV) of nearest surface isobar to point of interest
If CURV is cyclonic, NOTE 0 Points
If CURV is neutral, NOTE 1 Point
If CURV is anticyclonic, NOTE 2 Points
7. Determine distance (DH) of point of interest to center of surface high of
governing airmass.
If DH is ) 20 2 latitude, NOTE 0 Points
If DH is 1 1- -209 latitude, NOTE I Point
If DH is 69-102 latitude, NOTE 2 Points
If DH is 02-52 latitude, NOTE 3 Points
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8. Determine distance (DF) of point of interest to nearest analyZed surface
front.
If DF is 02-52 latitude, NOTE 0 Points
If DF is 69- 102 latitude, NOTE I Point
If DF is 112-209 latitude, NOTE 2 Points
If DF is > 202 latitude, NOTE 3 Points
9. Determine surface wind direction (WD) at point of interest. Assume wind
deviation of 159 from geostrophic. (Outward from highs and inwards towards
lows.)
(a) For Western Atlantic:
If WDis 0612 - 1202, NOTE 2 Points
If WD is 1212 - 1802, NOTE 3 Points
If WDis 1812 - 2402, NOTE 0 Points
If WD is 2410 - 300, NOTE I Point
If WD is 301IQ - 3602, NOTE I Point
If WD is 0012 - 060o, NOTE 1 Point
(b) For all other North Atlantic and North Pacific stations:
If WD is 0612 - 1200, NOTE 2 Points
If WD is 1212 - 1802, NOTE I Point
If WD is 1812 - 2409, NOTE 0 Points
If WD is 2412 - 3002, NOTE I Point
If WD is 3012 - 360-, NOTE 2 Points
If WD is 00 1 2- 0602, NOTE 3 Points
10. Infer stability (DT) at time and point of interest by using either (a) or
(b) below.
(a) Compare 700 mbar temp (0C) with surface temp (-9) at point of
interest. (If temps unavailable on prognosis, estimate temps from
values observed on current analysis in same airmass at appropriate
heights and locations.)
If Tsfc - T700 > 20o C, NOTE 0 Points
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If Tsfc - T700 15 - 20 2C, NOTE 1 Point
If Tsfc - T700 159 C, NOTE 2 Points
(b) Is -there any available prediction or assessment of inversion layer at
lowest 10,000 ft. (Use IREPS library if no information is available
and 700 mbar forecast is unavailable. If inversion is forecast, NOTE
2 Points).
11. If Too (T?)< -102 C, Subtract 3 Points
12. Is there an observation, or a strong basis for inferring offshore (land to
sea) flow of warm, dry air at the surface at the point of interest (PI)?
If yes, NOTE 6 Points
13. Is point of interest in region of recognized daytime seabreezes?
(Lmited to within 50 miles of coastlines (SB))
If yes and in daytime, NOTE I Point
14. Infer eistence of inversion layer at time and point of interest using
either (a) or (b) below.
(a) If present observations show a distinct low level haze layer or
non-rain producing stratus clouds at point of interest, and no
airmass change is forecast, NOTE 4 Points (PH).
(b) If present satellite imagery shows widespread uniform stratus
clouds at predicted point of interest and no airmass change is
forecast, NOTE 4 Points (PST)
15. Compute weighted total including all parameters observed:
PTotal= lOx Pps+Pc+Pdh+Pdf+Pwd+Pdt+Pt7+P1+Psb+Ph+Pst
Mps + Mc +Mdh +Mdf + Mwd + Mdt + Mt7 + Ml + Msb + Mb + Mst
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where M is the relative weight of each parameter present. (When a
parameter is not available, delete the corresponding values in both
numerator and denominator):
Mps - 3 Mdf - 3 Mt7 - 3 Mh - 4
Mc= 2 Mwd3 M 7 Mst 4
Mdh - 3 Mdt - 2 Msb I
For the region from the surface up to 10,000 feet:
If total '0 to 2, predict ducts unlikely
If total ) 2 to 4, predict ducts possible
If total ) 4 to 6, predict ducts probable
If total ) 6, predict ducts very likely
INTERIM PROCEDURE FOR DETERMINING DUCT BASE ALTITUDE
16. Determine sea surface temperature at location of interest using either
current/recent actual measurement or climatology for appropriate month.
17. Obtain estimate of mean duct height (Zd) of anticyclone for region of
interest using table 2.
18. Note surface wind direction, (WD) as in step 9.
If WD is 3012 - 0602, estimate height of duct base Zb - Zd - 1500 ft.
If WD is 0612 - 0902, or if within 52 latitude of closest isobar of high.
estimate Zb z Zd.
If WD is 0912 - 180-, estimate height of duct base Zb . Zd + 1500 ft.
19. If region of interest is within low level offshore flow and within five
degrees latitude of the coast, estimate height of duct base Zb = 0 (Surface
based duct).
20. If no offshore flow occurs but region of interest (current assessments
only) lies within clear hole on satellite imagery surrounded by low stratus
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clouds, or clear slot extending from coast surrounded on all sides by low
(smooth) stratus, estimate height of duct base Zb - O. (Surface based duct).
2 la. If actual stratus base heights are available for current assessments,
estimate Zb - 500 to 1000 feet lower than stratus base, or
2 lb. If only satellite imagery is available (no charts or measured cloud
heights), and if region of interest lies within stratus area, estimate Zb as
follows:
If stratus is very smooth and uniform Zb - 0 to 1000 ft.
If stratus has granular appearance Zb - 500 to 3000 ft.
If stratus/stratuscumulus are very cellular (closed) or in dense bands
Zb - 3000 to 5000 ft
APPOXmate Mien Ehfawd Duct Heihs (Zo) for Specified Sea Surface
Temperature Intervas fIntervas Smoothed and Interpolated).
$e Surface Temp raura (ST) HeWht MSL IZo )
IM) IF) IM) INt
5-7 41-45 1000 3300
8-10 46-50 1200 3900
11-12 51-65 .1300 4300
13-15 66-0 1400 4600
16-18 61-65 1500 4900
19-21 66-70 1600 5200
22-24 71-75 1700 5600
25-27 76-60 1800 6200
>27 >80 2000 6600
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APPENDIX C. IPFRC CALCULATIONS
Case 1.
IRES determination: no ducts present.
Rawinsonde launch. 01 Nov 89 1905 .
Launch Position: 36 - 47.71 N, 121 - 58.10 W.
Distance from shore: 4.8 miles.
1. No (for purpose of comparison only).
2. Obtained 01 Nov 89 1800Z Surface Analysis.
3. Obtained 01 Nov 89 1200Z 700 MB Analysis.
4. See 5- 15.
5. Surface Pressure noted 1021.1 MB £RLL..21
6. CURV noted as cyclonic 0 Pts PC
7. Distance to center of surface High note as 9.80. 2PILD
8. Distance to nearest front noted as > 200. (passed) 3 Pts DF
9. Surface wind direction noted as 0680. 2 ts WD
10. Infer stability (used condition (a)).
Tsurf - 15.20C - T7oo (+52C) - 10.2 QC. 2 Pts DT
11I. T7o0 is not < -102 C. 0 Ptj T,
12. Land to sea flow of warm air noted. 6 Pts Pl
13. Daytime seabreezes recognized. I LtLSB
14. Inversion layer noted using (a) or (b). N/A PH
0 Pts PST"
15. PtOtat -10 x (3+0-243#2-2-06+1.N/A01
(342-33+34 2,3l64l+N/A&4)
- 6.33
Interim procedure indicates that ducting is very likely.
16. Sea surface temperature noted as 13.20 C.
17. Not Applicable since region of interest is cyclonic.
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18. Wind Direction noted as 0680. Indicates that Zb - ZA.
19. Region is within 50 latitude of coast with low level offshore flow.
This indicates Zb - 0. (A surface base duct.)
20. N/A.
21a. N/A.
21 b. No stratus clouds present.
Case If.
IREPS Determination: Surface based duct.
Rawinsonde launch: 02 Nov 89 1655Z.
Launch position: 36 - 19.96 N, 123 - 01.86 W.
Distance from shore: 55 miles.
1. No (for purpose of comparison only).
2. Obtained 02 Nov 89 1800Z Surface Analysis.
3. Obtained 02 Nov 89 12001 700 MB Analysis.
4. See 5- 15.
5. Surface pressure noted as 1021.95 MB. - Pts Ps
6. CURV noted as cyclonic. 0 Pts PC
7. Distance to center of surface High noted as 70. 2 Pts DH
8. Distance to nearest front noted as 150. (passed) 2 Plts DF
9. Surface wind direction noted as 054Q. 3 ts. WD
10. Infer stability (used condition (a)).
Tsur - 16.579C - T700 (+2O) - 14.570C. 2 Pts DT
11. T700 is not -100 C 0 Pis T
12. Land to sea flow of warm air noted. 6PLs PL
13. Daytime seabreezes not recognized.
14. Inversion layer noted using (a) or (b). N/A PH
Pts PST
1..




Interim procedure indicates that ducting is very likely.
16. Sea surface temperature noted as 16.572 C
17. Zd Mean duct height estimate is N/A since region is cyclonic.
18. Wind direction noted as 0690. Indicates that Zb - Z.
19. yes, Zb - 0. (Surface based duct.)
20. N/A.
2 Ia. N/A.
2 1b. N/A No stratus clouds.
Case 111.
IREPS determination: Elevated duct.
Rawinsonde launch: 05 Nov 89 1823 L.
Launch Position: 36 - 41.14 N, 121 - 32.33 W.
Distance from shore: 29 miles.
I. No (for purpose of comparison only).
2. Obtained 05 Nov 89 1 800Z Surface Analysis.
3. Obtained 05 Nov 89 OOOOZ 700MB Analysis.
4. See5- 15.
5. Surface pressure noted 1017.2 MB. 2 Pts Ps
6. CURV noted as anticyclonic. 2 Pts Py
7. Distance to center of surface High noted as 90. 2..tLDH
8. Distance to nearest front noted as 90 (passed). IPt DF
9. Surface wind direction noted as 2700. 1 Pt WD
10. Infer stability (used condition (a)).
Tsur! - 12.410 C - T7oo (+52 C) - 7.410 C. 2 lts DT
l11. T 00 is not 4 - 100 C. 0 Pts T?
12. Land to sea flow of warm air not recognized. 0 Pts PL
13. Daytime seabreezes recognized. I Pt SB
14. Inversion layer fiOted using (a) or (b) N/A PH
4Pts PST
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15. RoPwt - 10 1 (2*2+2,+Il240+0+1 N/A4)
(3+2*3.3.3.2-3.6. I*N/A+4)
- 5.00
Interim procedure indicates that ducting is probable.
16. Sea surface temperature noted as 13.20 C.
17. Zd Mean duct height estimate - 4600 feet.




21 b. Stratus appear smooth and uniform. Zb. 0 - 1000 feet.
Case IV.
IRPS determination: Surface based and elevated ducts.
Rawinsonde launch: 05 Nov 89 2040Z.
Launch position: 36 - 37.26 N, 121 - 58.24 W.
Distance from shore: 3.8 miles.
1. No (for purpose of comparison only).
2. Obtained 05 Nov 89 180OZ Surface Analysis.
3. Obtained 05 Nov 89 OOOOZ 700 MB Analysis.
4. See 5-15.
5. Surface pressure noted 1019.0 MB. 2 Pts. Ps
6. CURV noted as anticyclonic.
7. Distance to center of surface High noted as 90. 2 Pts DH
8. Distance to nearest front noted as 90 (passed).
9. Surface wind direction noted as 2940. 1Pt WD
10. Infer stability (used condition (a)).
Tsurf - 12.9Q C - T700 (.50 C) - 7.90 C. 2 Pts, DT
11, T700 is not < - IQ C. 0 Pts. T7
12. Land to sea flow of warm air not noted 0 Pts P
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13. Daytime seabreezes recognized IL2L D
14. Inversion layer noted using (a) or (b) N/A PH
15. Rota - 10 (2,242. 1. 412.04041 +N/A+4)
(3+2+3+3+3,2+,6+ IN/A+4)
- 5.00
Interim procedure indicates that ducting is probable.
16. Sea surface temperature noted as 13.8 OC.
17. Zd Mean duct height estimate - 4600 feet.




21b. Stratus appears smooth and uniform. Zb - 0 - 1000 feet.
Case V.
IREPS determination: Two elevated ducts.
Rawinsonde launch: 07 Nov 89 0445 Z
Launch Position: 36 - 04.18 N. 122 - 15.62 W.
Distance from shore: 28.5 miles.
I. No (for purpose of comparison only).
2. Obtained 07 Nov 89 0600Z Surface Analysis.
3. Obtained 07 Nov 89 OOOOZ 700 MB Analysis.
4. See 5- 15.
5. Surface pressure noted as 1020.0 3R1L.EP
6., CURV noted as anticyclonic. 2 Pis. Pc
7. Distance to center of surface High noted as I IQ. Pt DH
8. Distance to nearest front noted as 4.60 (passed). 0 Pts DF
9. Surface wind direction noted as 341Q. 2 Pts WD
10. Infer stability (used condition (a)).
Tsurf- 13.90 C- T700 (+4l0C)- 12.9Q C. 2 Pts. DT
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11. T70oo is not- 100 C. 0 P.s T7
12. Land to sea flow of warm air not noted. opts PA
13. Daytime seabreezes recognized. IPt SB.
14. Inversion layer noted using (a) or (b). N/A Pl
0 Pis PST
15. Ptoul - I0 1 (3+241+O+2+2O+O+I+N/A+0
(3+2*3+3+3+2.3+6. 1+N/A*4)
- 3.67
Interim procedure indicates that ducting is possible.
16. Sea surface temperature noted as 13.90 C.
17. Zd Mean duct height estimate - 4600 feet.
18. Wind direction noted as 341 2. Indicates that Zb - Zd -1 500 feet.
Zb - 4600-1500 - 3100 feet.
19. N/A
20. Region of interest does lie within a hole on satellite imagery
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